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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the paper [l], Mati et al. proved two Ostrowski-Griiss type integral inequalities and, as their 
consequences, trapezoid and midpoint G&s type inequalities. We state those results from [l] as 
follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let f : I + R, where I c R is an interval, be a mapping which is differentiable in 
the interior ? of I, and let a, b E : with a < b. If y1 5 f’(x) < rl, 2 E [a, b] for some constants 
71, rl E R, then for all z E [a, b] we have 
f@.) _ f(b) - f(a) 
beu I -& - a)(rl - n), (1.1) 
where A(Z) = 2 - (u + b)/2. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the following trapezoid and midpoint 
inequalities are valid: 
b 
f(t) dt - 9 [f(u) + f(b)] I -&b - ~)~(rl - n) 
and 
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THEOREM 2. Let f : I --) R, where I C R is an interval. Suppose that f is twice differentiable 
in the interior t of I, and let a, b E ? with a < b. If 7s 5 f”(x) < Is, x E [a, b] for some constants 
72, I2 E R, then for all x E [a, b] we have 
f(x) - A(x)f’(x) $ @-=$ + F] f’(bj, 1 ;‘(a) - 
0.4 
where A(x) = x - (a + b)/2 and 
1 l/2 + 15A2(x) . 
COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, the following perturbed trapezoid and 
midpoint inequalities are valid: 
b 
f(t) dt - 7 [f(a) + f(b)] + y [f’(b) - f’(a)] 5 &(b - a13(rz - 72) (1.5) 
b 
f(t)dt-(b-a)f - @$$ [f’(b) - f’(a)] 2 &(b - a)3(r2 - 72). (1.6) 
Recently, Cheng [2] h as improved inequality (1.1) by replacing the constant 1/4fi by the 
constant l/8 which is sharp. He has also improved inequality (1.4) by replacing the func- 
tion F(a, b, .) by a function G(a, b, e), which is more complicated than F(a, b, .) but satisfying 
G(a, 4 x) 5 @fi/W’(a, b, x), x E [a, b]. However, Cheng’s improvement of Theorem 1 im- 
plies that inequalities (1.2) and (1.3) can be improved by replacing the factor l/(4&) by a 
smaller factor l/8. Similarly, using Cheng’s improvement of Theorem 2 we can replace l/(6&) 
with 1/(9fi) to improve inequality (1.5), and also we can replace l/(244) with l/(368) to 
improve inequality (1.6). 
Further, in [3, Theorem 51 the following Simpson type inequalities have been proved. 
THEOREM 3. Iffy : [a, b] -+ R is such that f(“) is a continuous function and 
-h 5 P)(t) < rnr - t E [a,bl, 
for some real constants -yn and r,, then for n = 1,2,3, we have 
b 
f(t)dt - 9 [f(a)+4f(f$!) +f(b)]i IC,(b-a)nf’(r~-%& (1.7) 
where 
c2 = 1 
24m’ 
c,=L. 
96m 
In the recent paper [4], DediC et al., among other results, generalized the inequalities from 
Corollaries 1 and 2, and Theorem 3. So, inequalities (1.3) and (1.6) are special cases of the 
general midpoint Griiss type inequality from [4], while inequality (1.7) can be obtained as a 
special case of the general Simpson-Griiss type inequality from [4]. It is interesting that the 
general trapezoid Griiss type inequality from [4] for n = 1 gives inequality (1.2), while for n = 2 
it yields an improvement of inequality (1.5) in which the factor l/(66) is replaced by the factor 
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l/(246). This improvement of (1.5) is obviously better than the one obtained from Cheng’s 
improvement of Theorem 2. 
.I 
To obtain the results in [4], Dedic et al. first established some Euler type identities:which follow 
from the general Euler formula. After that, they applied the key result [4, Lemma l] which is, 
in fact, an interesting consequence of the well-known Cauchy-Schwarz and Griiss inequalities. 
In this paper, we first give an improvement of the above-mentioned key result from [4]. This 
improvement is the result which is interesting on its own and we prove it in Section 2. After that, 
we use it in Section 3 to improve all the inequalities obtained in [4]. 
We point out that all improved inequalities are “best possible”; that is, we also prove that 
certain constants cannot be replaced by smaller ones. 
2. AN INEQUALITY OF GROSS TYPE 
The key result in this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let F, G : [a, b] + R be two integrable functions. If for some constants m, M E R, 
m < M, 
m I F(t) I M, a.e. on [a,b], (2.1) 
and 
J 
b 
G(t) dt = 0, (2.2) 
a 
then 
l&[J’(t)G(t)dt/ i y $--[,G(t),dt. (2.3) 
Furthermore, equality occurs in (2.3) if and only if either 
F(t) = M, t E I+, and F(t) = m, t E I-, a.e. on I+ U I-, (2.4 
or 
F(t) = m, t E I+, and F(t)=M, tcl-, a.e. on I+ U I-, P*5) 
where 
I+ = {t E [a, b] : G(t) > 0) , I- = {t E [a, b] : G(t) < 0) . 
PROOF. As usual, we can write G = G+ - G-, where G+ = (]G] + G)/2 and G- = (]G] - G)/2. 
Since (2.1) holds, we first obtain the inequalities 
“G+(t) 5 F(t)G+(t) 5 MG+(t), 8.e. on [a, b], 
and 
-MG-(t) 5 -F(t)G-(t) 5 -mG-(t), 
Integrating over [a, b] we get 
a.e. on [a, b]. 
J 
b 
J 
b 
J 
b 
m G+(t) dt 5 F(t)G+(t) dt < M G+(t) dt 
a a a 
and 
J 
b b b 
-M G-(t) dt < - F(t)G-(t) dt 5 -m G-(t) dt. 
a J a J a 
Adding inequalities (2.6) and (2.7) together and using the equalities 
J 
b b 
G+(t) dt = 
a J a G-(t) dt = ; Jb (G(t)! dt, a 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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-v 1” IG(t)I dt I J’F(t)G(t) dt I v /” IG(t)j dt. 
a a a 
So inequality (2.3) is proved. 
By careful inspection of the proof above, we see that equality sign can occur in (2.3) if and 
only if we have equality signs either in both right sides of (2.6) and (2.7), or in both left sides 
of (2.6) and (2.7). The former case is equivalent to (2.4) and the latter case to (2.5). I 
REMARK 1. The key technical result from [4] was the following inequality: 
I$--[F(t)G(t)dti s~+--[G2(t)dtr 
which is a simple consequence of the well-known Cauchy-Schwarz and Griiss inequalities and 
holds under the assumptions of Theorem 4. Obviously, inequality (2.3) improves this result since 
the quadratic mean of ]G] is replaced by the smaller arithmetic mean. This improvement is strict 
unless ]G] is a constant function a.e. on [a, b]. 
3. SOME EULER-GROSS TYPE INEQUALITIES 
Dedit et al. [4] considered the well-known Euler formula for expanding an n times continuously 
differentiable function f : [a, b] + R, in terms of Bernoulli polynomials (see [5, p. 171). In 141, 
this formula was rewritten in the form suitable for our purposes as 
f(x) = $--[f(t)dt+ (x-9) ‘(‘;I:(‘) +p,&)+&(x), (3.1) 
where pi(x) = 0, 
and 
pn(x) = 2 (b -k4)*-l Bk (E) [ftkml)(b) - f’“-“(a)] , 
k=2 ’ 
n 2 2, 
k(x) = - @ -i:“-1 Sb B: (E) f(“)(t) dt, n 2 1. 
a 
(3.2) 
Formula (3.1) is valid for all x E [a, b] and for any function f : [a, b] + R, such that f(“) is 
continuous on [a, b], for some n 2 1. Furthermore, in [6] ,the same formula was considered, but 
for a larger class of functions. More precisely, identity (3.1) is valid for any function f such 
that f(‘+‘) is continuous and of bounded variation on [a, b], provided that in expression (3.2) the 
term f(“)(t) dt is replaced by df (“-l)(t) and the integral s,” is interpreted as Stieltjes integral. It 
is easy to see that we may assume f to be any function such that f(‘+l) is absolutely continuous 
on [o,b] and identity (3.1) will still be valid, with remainder L(z) given just by formula (3.2). 
However, in this case the nth derivative f(“) may be defined only almost everywhere on [a, b]. 
Here &(i!), Ic 2 0 are the Bernoulli polynomials and B;(t), k > 0 are periodic functions of 
period 1 defined by 
B;(t) = Bk(t), o<t<1, 
B;(t + 1) = B;(t), t E R. 
We mention that the Bernoulli polynomials are uniquely determined by the following identities: 
B;(t) = k&-l(t), &(t + 1) -&(t) = ktk-‘, k 1 1, Be(t) = 1, (3.3) 
and that the values & = Bk(O), k 2 0 are called Bernoulli numbers. For further details on the 
Bernoulli polynomials, see, for example, [5] or [7]. 
Now, as a starting result in this section we give an improvement of [4, Theorem 11. 
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THEOREM 5. Let f : [a,b] t R be such that f(+l) is an absolutely continuous function, for 
some n 2 1, and 
-Yn I P’(t) I rn, a.e. on [a,b], 
for some real constants T,, and rn. Then for every x E [a, b] we have 
where 
K,, = + 
J 
l/2 
n. 0 
l&(t)1 dt. (3.5) 
If n = 2r - 1, T > 1, then 
Inequality (3.4) is sharp 
PROOF. We can write 
where 
K2?--1 = (2r : l)! . F lB2,. . (3.6) 
in the sense that the constant K,, cannot be replaced by a smaller one. 
F(t) = f’“‘(t), G(t) = B; (E)=B;(z-e). 
In [4, Lemma 2(i)], it was proved that for all k > 1 and for every y E R, 
J 
1 
B;(y-t)dt=O. 
0 
(3.7) 
Therefore, using the substitution (t - a)/(b - u) = s, we obtain 
J 
b 
G(t) dt = (b - u) 
a 
I’B; (E-s) ds=O. 
Using the same substitution and the fact that B;(s) is a periodic function with period 1, we also 
have 
1 b - lG(t),dt=llB;(E-s)ids 
J b-a a 
= J ’ IB,$)I dt 0 
l/2 
=2 J I&,(t)) a. 0 
To get the last equality, we used [7, Formula 23.1.81 
B,(l -t) = (-l)nB,(t), Olt<l, n>l. 
Now we can apply inequality (2.3) to obtain the following estimate: 
(3.8) 
I I K(x) 5 @ -‘)” rn -% ’ ~.-.-71. I 2 J b-a D b IG(t)l dt 
= y(r’n -m) s”” IBn(t)l dt, 
0 
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which in combination with (3.1) yields inequality (3.4). To get formula (3.6), it is enough to note 
that &i’2 I&,.-,1(t) ] dt can be evaluated exactly. Namely, we have [7, Formula 23.1.141 
0 < (-l)‘J327.-1(9, o<t<;, 7-21, w 
so that 
s 
w 
0 
,Bz,-l(t)J’dt = pi”‘&,-1 (t) dj 
We used the first formula in (3.3) and the facts that Bzr(0) = Bzr and [7, Formula 23.1.211 
B2,.(1/2) = -(l - 21-2r)B2,.. 
For arbitrarily fixed z E [a, b] and corresponding function G(t) = B:((cc - t)/(b - a)), let I+ 
and I- be defined as in Theorem 4. Consider the function F, defined as 
Fdt) = rnxr- 6) + XXI+ W, a<t<b, 
where as usual XA denotes the indicator function of the set A C [a, b]. Then certainly there is a 
function f such that for t E [a, b] we have f(“)(t) = F,(t), with the exception of finitely many 
points t at which G(t) = 0. By the second part of Theorem 4, for such function f we have the 
equality sign in (3.4) at fixed point Z, because F, is satisfying condition (2.5). Therefore, the 
constant K, in (3.4) indeed cannot be replaced by a smaller one. I 
REMARK 2. 
(a) For n = 1, inequality (3.4) reduces to Cheng’s improvement of inequality (1.1) which we 
mentioned in the introduction. 
(b) We have an explicit formula for sd’” 1 B,(t)1 dt only when n is odd, while in the case 
when n is even, we must evaluate it in each particular case. For example, we easily get 
s 
WJ 
0 
,B2(t),dt=Joli21,2-t+~~dt=--&, (3.10) 
so that (3.4) for n = 2 reduces to the inequality 
2 &(b - d2(r2 - 721, 
where A(Z) = Z- (a+b)/2. This inequality is an improvement of the corresponding result 
from [4] where we have the factor (1/2)dm = l/246 in place of l/36& Moreover, 
the constant l/368 is the best possible. 
3.1. Trapezoid and Midpoint Griiss Type Inequalities 
In [4], by setting x = b in (3.1), the following trapezoid type identity was deduced: 
J 
b 
f(t) dt = p [f(a) + f(b)1 + $t’b, b) + k%% a 
(3.11) 
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S,T(u, b)= - [$ (b(I--;jzj B,, [p-l)(~) _ f’W(4] ) 
for n > 2, while 
p,T(u,b) = @$ J,‘I3; (1 - f=) f’“‘(t)dt, 
for n 2 1. Similarly, by setting z = (o + b)/2 in (3.1), the following midpoint type identity was 
deduced: 
s 
b 
f(t) dt = (b - u)f +e%,b) +P,MbA (3.12) 
a 
where Sp(o, b) = 0 and 
S,M(u, b) = [g (b($zi (1 - 21-2.f) Bzi [f(2+l)(b) _ f’2j-“(u)] , 
for n > 2, while 
p,“(u, b) = v [B; (i-s) f’“‘(t)dt, 
for n 2 1. Here, [n/2] in expressions for ST(u, b) and S,“(u, b) denotes the greatest integer less 
than or equal to n/2. We adopt this notation through the rest of the paper. 
Identities (3.11) and (3.12) were used in [4] to obtain a general trapezoid and midpoint Griiss 
type inequalities [4, Theorems 2 and 31. Clearly, this was done by direct application of inequal- 
ity (2.8). However, if we apply inequality (2.3) instead, then we get an improvement of these 
results as follows. 
THEOREM 6. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5 be sat&&cl. Then we have 
6 
f(t) dt - q [f(u) + f(b)] - $‘(a, b) I Kn(b - u)~+‘(L - m), (3.13) 
where K, is given by (3.5). Inequality (3.13) is sharp in the sense that the constant K, cannot 
be replaced by a smaller one. 
PROOF. Analogous to that of Theorem 5. I 
REMARK 3. Setting n = 2 in (3.13) and using (3.10), we get an improvement of the perturbed 
trapezoid inequality (1.5) in which the factor l/6& is replaced with l/36& which is the best 
possible. 
THEOREM 7. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5 be satisfied. Then we have 
b 
f(t) dt - (b - a)f (f$) -Sf(u,b)l I K,(b-u)n+l(L-~n), (3.14) 
where K, is given by (3.5). Inequality (3.14) is sharp in the sense that the constant K,, cannot 
be replaced by a smaller one. 
PROOF. Analogous to that of Theorem 5. I 
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3.2. Simpson-Grks Type Inequality 
Another identity that was derived in [4] f rom (3.1) is the following Simpson type identity: 
s b a f(t) dt = q (3.15) 
where $(a, b) = S,“(u, b) = S,“(o, b) = 0 and 
S,“(u, b) = f [g CbiJ.i2j (1 - 22-29 Bzj [f@+l)@) - f’294] , 
for n 2 4, while 
&a, b) = $$ 
71. 
S.“~~(l-~)+2B:.(~-~)]f(“)(t)dt, 
for n _> 1. 
Identity (3.15) was used in [4] to obtain a general Simpson-Griiss type inequality [4, Theorem 41. 
We shall improve this result, in a similar fashion as we did in the trapezoid and midpoint cases. 
Before doing this, we need some auxiliary results. 
Let us consider the functions G,(t), n 2 1 defined as 
G,(s) = B;(l - s) + 2B; , s E [O, 11. 
By the definition of Bi, we have 
s = 0, 
Bn(l -s)+2B, 
B,(l-s)-t2B, 
(3.16) 
and using this and (3.8) we easily see that 
G,(l - s) = (-l)nG,(s), O<s<l, n>l, (3.17) 
with the exception of points s = 0,1/2,1 when n = 1. Furthermore, since Bs(t) = t3 - (3/2)t2 + 
(1/2)t, one can write down the explicit expression for Gs(s) to see that Gs(0) = Gs(l/2) = 0 and 
G3(s) > 0, o<s<;. 
We claim that for any r 1 2 the function Gz+r(s) has no zeros in the interval (0,1/2) and the 
sign of this function on (0,1/2) is determined by 
(--1YG274(~) > 0, o<s<;. (3.18) 
Indeed, this is true for T = 2. For T > 2, Gz+.r(s) is continuous and twice differentiable, and 
G;,.-I(S) = 427. - l)G2,-2(sh G&-,(s) = (27. - 1)(27. - 2)%-3(s), 
which is easily seen from (3.3). Also Bz+l(O) = Bzr-1(1/2) = Bzr-l(l) = 0 implies that 
Gzt--r(0) = Gz,.-r(1/2) = 0. Now, suppose that some CY, 0 < Q! < l/2, is also a zero of Gz,.-r(s). 
Then inside each of the intervals (0, CX) and ((Y, l/2) the derivative G&-r(s) must have at least 
one zero, say pr, 0 < ,& < CY and pz, CY < ,f?z < l/2. Therefore, the second derivative G&.,_,(s) 
must have at least one zero inside the interval (PI, pz). Th us, from the assumption that Gzr-r (s) 
has a zero inside the interval (0,1/2), it follows that (2r - 1)(2r - 2)Gz,.-3(s) also has a zero 
inside this interval. From this, it follows that Gs(s) would have a zero inside the interval (0,1/2), 
which is not true. Thus, Gak-r(s) cannot have a zero inside the interval (0,1/2). So, Gs+r(s), 
T 1 2 must have a constant sign on (0,1/2). To determine the sign, note that from (3.8) we 
get Bs-1(3/4) = -Bzr-10/4), and so G2+1(1/4) = &-1(3/4) + 2&.-r(l/4) = &,.-1(1/4). 
nom (3.9), we get (-l)‘&,-r(l/4) > 0, which implies (3.18). 
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THEOREM 8. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5 be satisfied. Then we have 
b 
f(t) dt - q 5 K,S(b - q+l(L - -hL (3.19) 
where 
--J 1 w 
K,” = 3(n!) 0 L(s)1 ds. 
If n = 2r - 1, r 2 2, then 
I$1 = ’ 
3 [(2r - l)!] 
.1 pzr/. 
r 
(3.20) 
Inequality (3.19) is sharp in the sense that the constant K,” cannot be replaced by a smaller one. 
PROOF. We have 
where 
y+l ~p--hwb$ ;, 
F(t) = f’“‘(t), G(t) = B; (+)+2B,:(;-3 
Using the substitution (t - a)/@ - u) = s and (3.7), we obtain 
s 
b 
G(t) dt -=‘(b - u) 
1 
a S[ 
B;(l-s)+2B; ds = 0. 
0 
Using the same substitution and (3.17), we also get 
& Sb \G(t)I dt = 1’ lB;(l - s) + 2B7t (; - s) ) ds 
a 0 
s 
w 
= 2 lGn(s)I ds. 
0 
Hence, we can apply inequality (2.3) to obtain the estimate 
which is just inequality (3.19). To obtain formula (3.20), it is enough to note that using (3.18) 
we get 
/ljz ]Gs+I(s)] ds = /r’l Ga,.-l(s) ds 
0 0 
B21.-r(1 -s) + 2B2r-1 )I / ds 
- $40) + $Bz,(l) + fBz, 
= $ I- (1 - 21-2’) B2,. - B2,j 
= F 1B2,.l. 
Hence, formula (3.20) is valid. Finally, we prove the sharpness of inequality (3.19) by the argument 
analogous to the one used in Theorem 5. The details are left as an aid to the reader. I 
As a consequence of the above results, we have the following improvement of Theorem 3. 
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COROLLARY 3. Iff : [a,b] + R is such that f (n-l) is an absolutely continuous function and 
1;2 I f’“‘(t) I rn, a.e. on [u,b], 
for some real constants “in and I?,, then for n = 1,2,3, we have 
where 
IJ b f(t)dt - 7 (3.21) a 
These constants are the best possible. 
PROOF. Using (3.16) and formulas Bl(t) = t - l/2, &(t) = t2 -t + l/6, we directly evaluate 
J l/2 5 l/2 I&(s)/ ds 1 = -9 IG2(s)l ds = - 0 24 J 0 27 
and applying (3.19) we get (3.21) in the cases n = 1,2. Case n = 3 follows from (3.20) with 
r = 2. I 
3.3. Two-Point and Three-Point Griiss Type Inequalities 
Yet another two identities that were derived in [4] f rom (3.1) are related to the quadrature 
formulas of open type. The first of them is the following two-point identity: 
J 
b 
a 
f(t) dt = F [f(y) +f(Jy)] +S:%b)+p:%i,b), 
where SfP(a, b) = 0 and 
S;‘(u, b) = f ‘g (b(zj)i a.2’ (1 _ 3-%) fjzj [f@+‘)(b) _ f(2j-‘)(a)] , 
for n 2 2, while 
for n > 1. The second one is the following three-point identity: 
J 
b f(t) dt = 
a 
!I$f [2f(y) --f(F) +21(F)] +S~P(a,b)+p~p(a,b), 
where StP(a, b) = SzP(a, b) = SzP(a, b) = 0 and 
S;‘(u, b) = -? c ’ ‘;;; (b(;J;;2’ (1 - 22-29 (1 - 21-29 Bzj [f(?+l)(b) _ f(%-1)(,4] , 
for n 1 4, while 
p;‘(a, b) = w r,“[2~-(t-~)-8-(~-~)+28:,(~-~)]f(”)(t)dt, 
for 72 1 1. 
Now we give our improvements of general two-point and three-point Griiss type inequalities 
from [4, Theorems 5 and 61. 
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THEOREM 9. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5 be satisfied. Then we have 
IJ 
b 
f (4 dt - 
a 
9 [f (y) +f (q)] -I’(u,b)l 5 K;P(b-a)n+l(I-;.-y,), (3.22) 
where 1 u2 K2p = - n s 2 (4 0 IG:pP(4 I ds 
and 
G;'(s) = 
B,(;-s)+B+), 
B,(;-s)+&(;-s), 
If n = 2T - 1, T > 2, then 
K2p - 
2r-1 - 2 [(2T1- I)!] ’ 
(1 - 2-2r)J1 -31-Z’) ,Bz~, . 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
Inequality (3.22) is sharp in the sense that the constant Kzp cannot be replaced by a smaller 
one. 
PROOF. In a similar fashion as we did in the Simpson case, we consider auxiliary functions 
G;‘(s) = B; (;-s)+B;(;-3). 
By entirely the same argument as for (3.17), we can show that 
G;‘(l - s) = (-l)“G;p(s), O<s<l, n>l, 
with the exception of points s = l/3,2/3 when n = 1. Also, using the definition of Bz, it is easy 
to obtain (3.23). Moreover, analogously as we proved (3.18), we can prove that for T 2 2, 
(-l)‘G;,pi(s) > 0, 
Now we have 
where 
F(t) = f’“‘(t), G(t) = B; (;+)+B$-e). 
The rest of the argument for (3.22) is the same as for (3.19). Evaluation of formula (3.24) 
is analogous to the one made for formula (3.20). Finally, the assertion on the sharpness of 
inequality (3.22) p is roved similarly as in the previous cases. I 
THEOREM 10: Let the assumptions of Theorem 5 be satisfied. Then we have 
IJ b a f(t) dt - q [2f(F) -f(F)+2j(F)] -S%2,b) (3.25) 
5 K;P(b - a)7L+1(L -m), 
where 
1 J 112 K3p zz - n 3 (4 0 IGip,P(4 ( ds 
1336 
and 
Gzp(s) = 
If n = 2r - 1, r 2 2, then 
M. MATIC 
B,(;-.>+,,(; 
B+s)+2B,(; - 
s , 
> 
> 
(3.26) 
s 9 
1 
K’f-l = 3 [(2-f- _ I)!] +,B2& (3.27) 
Inequality (3.25) is sharp in the sense that the constant K:’ cannot be replaced by a smaller 
one. 
PROOF. Again, as we did in the Simpson case, we consider auxiliary functions 
G;'(s) = 2B,: (a-s)-B+s)+2B+s). 
By the same argument as for (3.17), we can show that 
G;‘(l - s) = (-l)“G;p((s), Olsll, n>l, 
with the exception of points s = l/4,1/2,3/4 when n = 1. Also, by the definition of Bz, we 
have (3.26). Further, analogously as we proved (3.18), we can prove that for r 2 2, 
(-l)‘-‘G;:-,(s) > 0, O<s& 
Now we have 
1 b 
- /- FWW) dt , b-a a 
F(t) = f’“‘(t), 
G(t) = 2B; ($-3-B;(;+)+2+3 
The rest of the argument for (3.25) is the same as for (3.19). Evaluation of formula (3.27) 
is analogous to the one made for formula (3.20). Finally, the assertion on the sharpness of 
inequality (3.25) p is roved similarly as in the previous cases. I 
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